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What is AI?

A machine acting in such a way that 
if a human did the same thing we’d 
call it intelligent



Turing Test



Dartmouth Conference 1956 - birth of AI
We propose that a 2 month, 10 man study of artificial 
intelligence be carried out during the summer of 1956 at 
Dartmouth College in Hanover, New Hampshire. The 
study is to proceed on the basis of the conjecture that 
every aspect of learning or any other feature of 
intelligence can in principle be so precisely described 
that a machine can be made to simulate it. An attempt 
will be made to find how to make machines use 
language, form abstractions and concepts, solve kinds of 
problems now reserved for humans, and improve 
themselves. We think that a significant advance can be 
made in one or more of these problems if a carefully 
selected group of scientists work on it together for a 
summer. (John McCarthy)



The AI Effect

Every time we figure out a piece of it, 
it stops being magical; we say, 
“Oh, that's just a computation.”   

(Rod Brooks, roboticist)



Symbolic Artificial Intelligence - GOFAI
● Symbol manipulation
● Logic
● Search

● Expert systems, planning, proof systems, etc.

● Not biologically motivated
● “Classic engineering approach”



AI Hype and Winters



Algorithms + Data (+ lots of compute power)

ALGORITHMS

DATA



Components of AI
● Knowledge representation
● Rules & Logic
● Machine Learning



Knowledge representation
● Taxonomies
● Ontologies
● Knowledge graphs
● Rules



Ontologies
ontology
/ɒnˈtɒlədʒi/
noun

1. the branch of metaphysics dealing with the nature of being.
2. a set of concepts and categories in a subject area or domain that shows 

their properties and the relations between them.
3. what entities exist (or may be said to exist) and how such entities may be 

grouped, related within a hierarchy, and subdivided according to 
similarities and differences







Expert systems - SHRDLU and friends



Machine Learning



Machine Learning - basics
FEATURES -
DECIDED BY HUMAN 
OR DEEP LEARNING
ALGORITHM WEIGHTS -

LEARNED FROM 
TRAINING DATA

IN CATEGORY?
YES/NO



Machine Learning - basics
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Machine Learning - basics
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Deep Learning



Imagenet (14+ million labelled images)





ImageNet Large Scale Visual Recognition Competition











With Machine Learning based systems

• It’s not only code, it’s training data, test data, network models etc.

• Specifying machine learning tasks and getting annotator agreement for 
training data becomes a new challenge

• Detection of bias in data

• Evaluating machine learning based models – not only right/wrong, 
performance is measured in precision and recall

• Systems evolve ”on their own” based on new data, feedback loops,
and automatic retraining of models





• Spam filters
• NLP classification tasks
• Predictive analytics

• Network anomaly 
detection

• Endpoint 
protection

• AlphaZero

• Next gen network 
anomaly detection



Supervised Learning
● Requires labelled training data!
● Labelling data:

○ Expensive!
○ Can I describe the task?
○ Can I get annotator agreement?

● Classical examples:
○ Image recognition
○ Spam filter
○ Anti-virus 
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Machine Learning

Building a supervised machine learning based system

● REPEAT UNTIL GOOD ENOUGH:
● Define task, write annotation guidelines
● Collect data
● Decide on features
● Annotate
● Train
● Evaluate

● EASY, RIGHT?



Is this text talking about a “cyber attack”?

Michael Eisner assistant is hacked by KelvinSecTeam

Annotation example



Is this text talking about a “cyber attack”?

Tweet mentioned "Barack Obama" and "Russia"

Annotation example



Is this text talking about a “cyber attack”?

Police said Farhad Hossain Chowdhury, 55, and his 
teenage maid were shot and hacked to death at his home 
in the northern district of Dinajpur.

Annotation example



Is this text talking about a “cyber attack”?

Three Danish Architecture Firms hack the IKEA kitchen.

Annotation example



Is this text talking about a “cyber attack”?

Claims that Russia hacked elections 'speculation' -
Austria's interior minister says.

Annotation example



Is this text talking about a “cyber attack”?

#database #leaked #hacked Databases For Download.

Annotation example



Is this text talking about a “cyber attack”?

Amazon refunded my money, and the legitimate seller 
never did figure out how his account was hacked.

Annotation example



It’s not as easy as it might look!
● Hard to find enough data

● Writing annotation guidelines that lead to acceptable “annotator 
agreement” is really hard - and necessary

● Not even Recorded Future employees agree about key event 
definitions

● Different customers might have different opinions
● Improve guideline, maybe to something like:

“Is this text talking about a ‘cyber attack’ in a relevant and 
actionable way?”

● Risk of overtraining

Annotation example



Annotated data set and trained model

1. Michael Eisner assistant is hacked by KelvinSecTeam
2. Tweet mentioned "Barack Obama" and "Russia"
3. Police said Farhad Hossain Chowdhury, 55, and his teenage maid were shot and hacked to 

death at his home in the northern district of Dinajpur.
4. Three Danish Architecture Firms hack the IKEA kitchen.
5. Claims that Russia hacked elections 'speculation' - Austria's interior minister says.
6. #database #leaked #hacked Databases For Download.
7. Amazon refunded my money, and the legitimate seller never did figure out how his account 

was hacked.

Annotation example



Annotated data set and trained model

Annotation example

Cyber 
attack?

“hack” / “hacked”

“leaked”

“IKEA” / “shot” / “death”

+1

+0.5

-1



Annotator Agreement

• The complexity of this basic step for building any supervised machine learning based
system is often widely underestimated

• Text is probably harder than images, which is harder than sensor data
• Active learning is one way to reduce the cost of creating good training data

• Writing guidelines and annotating data has to be an iterative process

• Not only cross validation but also out-of-sample test data

• Even after deployment its wise to have humans in the loop for 
quality monitoring – this also builds more training data



Supervised Learning 
for Predicting 
Malicious
Infrastructure
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Can Open Source Predict Malicious Infrastructure?
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IP

Growing CIDR distance
from reference IP

Variety of tracked threat lists

IPs mentioned on Twitter

…

IPs mentioned on Pastebin

IP white lists

IPs mentioned on Pastebin
in connection to malware

IPs mentioned on Twitter
as the source of an attack

Predictive Risk Model



Historic Threat
List Data

Training + Validation 
ML Pipeline
(Run Daily)

Predictive Model

NLP’ed Contextual 
Data

Feature MapNew IP Risk Score

Predictive Risk Model





Challenges!



Bias





Avoiding bias

• Bias in training data leads to systems that conserve human bias, 
e.g. towards gender and ethniticity

• Hard to avoid, but has to be taken into consideration

• Focus on shaping data – creating balanced training data sets –
is one key step to reducing bias

• Understand bias / limitations of training data and know when to apply a model



Testing

• System ”correctness” cannot anymore be 
tested just with traditional test suites - but
these still do play a role!

• Precision and recall describe statistical
qualities of model

• A system with excellent precision and recall
can of course still fail in critical cases

– Need a separate test set with required 100% 
recall/precision



Systems evolve
on their own





Systems evolve on their own

• Feedback loops and other forms of additional of training data + 
automated re-training of models means system evolves ”on its own” 
(which is exactly what we want)

• Automated test necessary to at least try to validate system does not 
stop fulfilling basic requirements



Things to think about



Machine Learning vs Humans

Simple for humans Hard for humans

Machine Learning gives us both AUTOMATION and 
AUGMENTATION of human capabilities



Hard to scale

Scales well



Machine Learning or Rule Based?

Machine Learning

• Hard for humans to describe logic, 
relatively easy to show examples

• Tasks that humans have not figured 
how to solve, 
or how they solve

Rule Based

•Humans understand logic, can 
express it in algorithms or rules
•When it is important to have system 
explain and motivate its conclusions



Machine Learning  and Rule Based!

Machine learning based “perceptive system” 
(System 1)

Classification/Categorization

Rule based “reasoning system” 
(System 2)

Logic reasoning







Conclusions

• Machine learning based systems can now outperform humans in more and more
narrow and well defined tasks

• Traditional software engineering approaches are not enough for developing and 
maintaining these systems. We need to handle things like:

- Data vs code version control
- Training and test data quality
- Bias avoidance
- Testing and validating performance
- Automated feedback loops and self-learning systems

It’s not either or – combination of machine learning and rule based systems




